
REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL

APPEAL No.10 OF 2016

MADISON INSURANCE LIMITED APPELLANT

VS

COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

BACKGROUND: -

1. The Appellant Madison Insurance Limited is a Kenyan company duly

licensed to transact in '\oPg term, and short term insurance business and

is a registered taxpayer;

Number P000609344.

2. The Respondent is established under the Kenya Revenue Authority

Act, (Cap 469) of the Laws of Kenya, charged with the mandate to

administe tfrs Tax regime on behalf of the Government of Kenya.

3. The Respondent conducted a tax audit on the Appellant for the years

of income 2010 to 2013 In October 2013 and issued an assessment

upon the Appellant on 31st July 2014 which Appellant object to

however, the Respondent issued the confirmed assessment on 1ph

November 2014 demanding for sum of Kshs. 40,734,526/= being

corporation tax and Kshs 21,277,046/= being Value Added Tax (VAT)

on salvage property.
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TH E APPEAL: -

4. The Appellant filed the Appeal on 19th February 2016 being

dissatisfied with the assessments dated 11thNovember 2014 on VAT on

salvage and life Losses brought forward to the period between

December 2011 to September 2013 (Assessment number

0305201100120/6 for corporate tax and 15,20140000290 for VAT).

5. The Appeal by the Appellant against ttr Respondent's notice of

confirmation of the additional ta assessment was premised on the

grounds set forth in the Memorandum of Appeal dated the 18th

February 2016, as under: -

i) That the Respondent has erred in both fact ~d law in finding

that the Appellant haCi a duty to charge VAT on sale of salvage

vehicles.

ii) That insurance compensation was removed from the definition

of a supply under the VAT Act according to the 2007 Finance

the Memorandum of Appeal prays for the

(1) The Confirmed Assessments have no basis in fact or in law

and the same be set aside.

THE RESPONSE: -

6. The Respondent subsequent to being served with the Memorandum

of Appeal proceeded to file the Respondent's Statement of Facts dated
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the 16th March 2016 before the Tribunal and is signed by James

Macharia on behalf of the Respondent.

7. The Respondent's has objected to the grounds of the Appeal and

Statement of Facts as presented by the Appellant and relied on the

VAT Act, 2013 and Repealed VAT Act, Cap 476 asserts that the sale of

motor vehicle salvages must be taxed as disposal of motor vehicle

salvage is through sale or as part of compensation to the insured

which constitutes supply of a taxable 0o~"as provided for under the

as provided for by the law.

8. That the sale of Motor vehicle salvage undertaken by the insurer

neither falls under the specified sections of law nor the exempt goods

schedules under the respective Acts and hence VAT is applicable. The

Respondent asserts that VAT assessed is on tne salvage motor vehicle

and not on passenger motor vehicles. The Respondent prays that the

decision to charge VAT on be upheld.

THE HEARING: -

9. When the matter came up for hearing on the 12 August 2016 the

parties opted not to call any witnesses but rather to make oral

submissions and both parties were permitted by the Tribunal to file

and exchange written submissions. The Tribunal directed that

Judgement was to be delivered on Notice.
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ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

10. The Tribunal considered both the oral and written submissions and

determined that the following were the issues for determination:

i) Whether the sale of motor vehicle salvage is taxable under the

Repealed VAT Act CAP 476 and VAT Act 2013.

ii) Whether Sale of Salvage is part of Insurance business and if it

constitutes insurance compensation.

iii) Whether acquisition of right to selt t

supply.

iv) What is the operation of the doctrine of subrogation and the

principle in insurance business.

ARGUMENTS: -

APPELLANT'S CASE: -

11. The Appellant submits that the oRerations of the Insurance Company

are governed by the principle of the Indemnity and doctrine of

subrogation. According to the Appellant the Insurance Contracts

Belong to the general category' of Contracts of indemnity as the

insurer's lia i1itv. is limited to the actual loss which must be proved.

The event must result in a pecuniary loss to the insured and therefore

the mere occurrence of the event does not itself entitle the insured and

therefore the mere occurrence of the event does not itself entitle the

insured to payment of the sum assured and stipulated in the policy.

12. The Appellant submitted that the insured cannot recover more than

the established actual amount of his loss. According to the Appellant,
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z:

the insured sum stipulates the amount of premiums payable and also

fixes the maximum liability of the insurer.

13. The Appellant submitted that in Insurance Law Subrogation is an

equitable doctrine designed to avoid unjust enrichment and to

reimburse an innocent party who has incurred a financial loss. The

insurer who has paid (indemnified) a loss to De Rut in the place of the

insured so that he can take advantage of any means available to the

assured to extinguish or diminish the loss for which the insurer has

indemnified the assured. They relied on tHe case of Jindra V. Clayton

529 N.W 2d 523 (1995) wherein the learned judges of the Supreme

Court of Nebraska in discussing the doctrine of subrogation noted .....

"we discussed the general, prindples of subrogation in some detail.

We stated:in the context of. insurance, right of subrogation is based

on two premises: 1(1) an insured should not be allowed to recover

twice of the same loss, whidi would be the result if the insured

recovers both from the insured insurer and the tortfeasor, and (2) a

wrongdoer. should reimburse as insurer for payments that the insurer

has made to\5, insured". '

14. The Appellant contends that the essence of the doctrine of

subrogation is to lift a second recovery of compensation by an insured

person who has already been compensated (Indemnified) by the

insurer. The Appellant submits that the presumption of the doctrine

of subrogation is that the insured person ought to receive

compensation from the wrongdoer. This presumption is based on the

basic understanding that the insured as the legal owner of the
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damaged property ought, under law, to receive compensation for

injury to his property. The insurance company however, steps in to

alleviate the injury by indemnifying the owner but without eliminating

the right of compensation (to the insured) from the wrongdoer. It is

based on this understanding that the doctrine of subrogation has been

developed in dealing between the insured and the insurer.

15. The Appellant contends that in case of legal action being instituted for

the damage caused to the insured, it is the insured who institutes that

case as the plaintiff or the injured party in the suit rather than the

insurer. The Appellant has relied on the decision by Lord Mansfield in

Mason v Sainbury (1782)3Doug 61 where the learned judge explained

the implementation of the doctrine of subrogatiqrj by the insurer

stepping in to the plate of the insured and using the name of the

insured and noted that ~~Everyday the insurer isput in the place of the

insured. The insurer uses the name of the insured. The case is clear".

16. The Appellant submits that contrary to the Respondent's assertion,

u der the doctrine of subrogation there is no actual transfer of the

legal ownership of the subject property from the insured to the insurer

in order for the insurer to enforce the contract. The Appellant

contends that the doctrine of subrogation removed the need for an

actual transfer of legal title, as the doctrine of subrogation negates the

possible argument that an insurer is not the rightful claimant for

compensation because they were not the person who was actually

wronged.
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17. The Appellant further submits that the doctrine of subrogation does

away with the contractual law principle of privity of contract that

would require proof of nexus between the insurer and the wrongdoer

thus simplifying the process of recovery of any loss occasioned. The

Appellant relied on the case of Castellain V Preston (1883) QBD 380

where Brett U stated that "as between ne underwriter and the

assured, the underwriter is entitled to the aavantage of every right of

the essured.,., Whether such right consist~f contract.... or in remedy

for tort.... Or in any other righ ... " From the above holding by Brett

U, the Appellant contends that the doctrine of subregation is basically

interested in the insurer accessing the advantage that would be due to

the insured and not necessarily to legal ownership "pf the damaged

property. A transfer of legal ownership- of the subject property to the

insurer therefore serves no purpose.

18. The Appellan contends that the doctrine of subrogation is a peculiar

doctrine that enables an insurer to access the advantage that would

otlierwise be available only to ae insured, to enable the insurer to

recoup pa~t or the whole amount indemnified to the insured.

According to the Appellant, this is in line with the basic principle that

insurance is meant to protect against risk and to generate wealth for

the insured.

19. The Appellant contends that the insurer has no legal title to any

salvage form indemnified property as disposal is done on behalf of the

insured but the monies realized from disposal of the salvage is utilized

to diminish the loss suffered by the insured are taken by the insurer as
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a reimbursement of the amount already paid to the insured as

compensation. This is part of the settlement agreement between the

insured and the insurer in the absence of which the insured would not

20.

receive any compensation from the insurer.

The Appellant submits that the doctrine of subrogation allows for

disposal of salvage property by the APPel~t and constitutes

insurance compensation which is not subJzt to V~T.

The Appellant submitted that the pn2>cee om the sale of salvage are21.

incorporated in the compensati / n aid to . sured. The proceeds

from the sale of Salvage are par J the co 'R sation paid to the

insured and therefore exempt from VAT pursua~)h~mendment
~ .

of the VAT Act CAP 4\6~.June 2007.

The Appellant submitt . Rat, e sal f the salvage is therefore a sale

of property of the insured and .'(on:lpens!ltion paid to the insurer

takes int6aecoJ;Jpt this am~g .- alized frJ~ale of salvage and as such

the Is~1 roceeds is an integ~1 part of the indemnifying the insured.

~ ordi .t,he Appellant. }~~rinciPle of indemnification applied

with the db ffl,of subrogation result in this peculiar status where an

insured person is fisst fully indemnified but the sums recovered from

any sale of salv~ :;; treated as having been incorporated into the

amount that indemnifies the insured.

22.

23. The Appellant submitted that the principle of indemnification requires

that an insured is fully indemnified for their full loss. They provided

the definition as contained in Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Edition

defines the term 'indemnity" as follows; 6 to restore the victim of a
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loss, in whole or in part, by payment, repair, or replacement. To

save harmless; to secure against loss or damage; to give security for

the reimbursement of a person in case of an anticipated loss in falling

upon him. To make good; to compensate, to make reimbursement to

one of a loss already incurredby him'.

24. The Appellant contends that indemnifying the insured does not result

in any gain to a person but rather, the person IS restored to their

original position This

notwithstanding,

entitled to compensation from the w ongdoer. 'This amount recovered

from the wrongdoer would also belong, legally, to the injured person

who is the insured. The doctrine of subrogation the~comes in to limit

this profit that would accrue to tile insured by applying these funds to

diminish th amount paid by the insurer.

25. The Appellant refuted the Respondent's contention that the proceeds

from sale of salvage vehicles be subjected to Value Added Tax (VAT) is

fundamentally flawed as the proceeds from the sale of salvage is part

of the settlement between the insured and the insurer.

26. The Appellant submits that in the circumstances, the sale of salvage

constitutes VAT ~ct Cap 476 and the VAT Act 2013 as analyzed

below. They submitted that Paragraph 2 of the Third Scheduled to the

repealed VAT Act Cap 476 and Part II of the First Schedule to the VAT

act 2013 exempts insurance and re-insurance services save for

management and related insurance consultancy services; actuarial

services; and services of insurance assessor and loss adjusters. Neither
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of the Acts however defines the term 'insurance services'. The

provision in both act is as follows:

"tnsurence and reinsuranceservices excluding the fol/owing-

(a)Management and related insurance consultancy services:

(b)Aduarialservice~and

(c)Services of insuranceassessorand loss af:Jjusters:"

27. The Appellant contends that from the fGrgoing d finition is clear that

insurance and reinsurance services are e~.mpt from VAT with the

three exceptions noted. They further conten t at if the legislators had

intended that salvage be subject to YAT as part of. Insurance service,

nothing would have been simpler than to include this as item (d) but

this was not done. The inference must therefore be that it was never

intended for salvage proceeds to be subject to VAT and for such

proceeds to be part of insurance ana reinsurance business and not

insurance service.

28. The ;APReliant submits that Kenyan courts have considered the issue of

ambiguity ill tax law in the case of Keroche Industries Limited v Kenya

Revenue Authority & 5 others (2007) and stated that "texetion can

only be done on clear. words and that taxation cannot be on

intendment". The court went on further to state that,

n... where the indination of the legislature is not clear or where there

are two or more possible meanings, the inclination of the court should

be against a construction or interpretation which imposes a burden,

tax or duty on the subject". The court also went on to say n••• since

the relevant legislation involves taxation, where there is ambiguity the
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schedule or any other provision should be construed strictly so as not

to impose a tax burden nor clearly provided for and in the event of

any ambiguity it should be construes in favor of the Applicant as

against the taxman- this being a penal statute or legislation.... The act

is to be read as a whole, without attributing to any particular

provisions or words a tortured or strained construction or

interpretation. The firstport of a call is the stature itself, which is read

by construing the words used or gatnering the meaning from the

"words used before venturing onto other aids to construction".

29. The Appellant therefore submits that since the repealed and current

VAT Acts do not mention the supply of salvage as an exception to

insurance and reinsurance, the ambiguity created must therefore favor

the taxpayer. They further relied on Section 2 of the Insurance Act

which defines insurance business as:

'The business of undertaKing liability by way of insurance (including

reinsurance) in respect of any loss of life and personal injury and nay

oss or damages, including liaoi/;ty to pay damage or compensation,

contingent pon the happening of a specified event .... ' The section

continues to p ovide the insurance business includes "eny business

incidental to insurance businessas so defined'.

30. The Appellant contends therefore that the definition recognizes that

any business incidental to this would constitute insurance business;

insurance business is simply the business of undertaking liability upon

the happening of a specified event affecting the insured person.

Further, although the definition considers that insurance business
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entails 'undertaking liability on the happening of a specified event (to

an insured)' it does not state "how" the insurer undertakes the

liability. The Appellant submits that insurance business entails an

insurer taking up liabilities visiting an insured and the insured does not

profit from the insurer, rather, the insured is cushioned from the

liabilities. The Appellant states that they reeogAize that although the

"how" of undertaking the liabilities is not provided, the definition

provides that "eny business incidental 50 insurance business as so

defined, "would constitute insurance busi~ss.

31. The Appellant further submitted that the Black's ~aw Dictionary, 5th

Edition defines the term "lnddentel" to mean:

"Depending upon or appertaining to something else as primary;

something necessary, appertainin to, or depending upon another

which is termed the principal; something incidental to the main

purpose. "

32. primary business as an insurer is to

un8ertake liability on the hap'per:ling of specified events affecting an

insured. By unaertaking liability, the Appellant compensates an insured

of any loss ana is guided by the by the well established doctrines of

subrogation and indemnity in insurance. Based on the doctrine of

subrogation the insurer then recovers the value of salvage. Therefore,

the sale of salvage is clearly incidental to the insurance business carried

out by the Appellant. In light of the foregoing, the import of this

according the Appellant is that salvage which is alleged to be taxable

falls under this category of "eny business incidental to insurance
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business" and ceases to be taxable because it will fall under the scope

of Part 2 of the First Schedule to the VAT Act 2013 and Paragraph 2 of

the Third Schedule to the repealed VAT Act Cap 476.

33. The Appellant submitted that insurance business is not confined to

issuing of the policy or to the continuance in force of the policy only,

but extends up to and includes the day w ef1'the policy mature for

whatever reason and the actual clai

paid. The insurance companies in ,nis"

business right through that pe " land ccdingly the service of
\

checking and settling the claim as )11 as sale (l~ sal,vage is all part of

the process and is what constitutes insurance b~Fl~~;Pd' therefore

sale of salvage form art~of the normal business ~aertaken by an

insurance company an. ~ltGuld therefore not be considered to be

separate,/ distinct fro\,\hat ~6r:tS'titut~ insurance as this would be

flaw~ Aliven-..Sj;Jat it is ~\f<t nd parcej of insurance business and

therefo e an exempt supply under the VAT laws.

?e~,~ubmits that th~cor2'business of the Appellant, under its

Memorano m'xof AssociatioJ::l~s insurance business and were the

Appellant to a(l~ i its objectives it would be acting ultra vires its

objectives and suc a ts would be illegal. The sale of salvage is well

within the mandate of the Appellant, it would then follow that the

sale of salvage is part of insurance business and consequently is exempt

from VAT.

35. The Appellant also submits that sale of salvage, although a sale of a

34.

good is for all intents and purpose incidental to insurance business and
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consequently is insurance business under the Insurance Act. Further

that the definition of insurance business does not exclude sale of good.

All that is required is that the business is "inddentel to insurance
businessas defined. "

36. The Appellant also submits that without prejudice to the above there

is actually no supply when the insurer ste s into the shoes of the

insured and acquires the right to sell Hie salvage on behalf of the

insured consequently, there is no VA:}'"irqplication on this step.

37. The Appellant further submits that the acquisition of the right to sell

the salvage does not constitute a taxable supply and relied on the

decision in the Australian Tax Office in a tax ruling, GSTR 2006/10,

case where it was held that when dealing with appl[eatlon of Goods

and Services Tax (GST) where a payment of money or supply is made

by an insurer in the course of settling a calling under an insurance that;

"in that supply, is not a taxable supply. For example, where an insurer

takes possession of salvage from an insured, there is no taxable supply

made b~ the insured".

38. The Appell nt maintains that: there is no taxable supply of goods by

the insured to the insurer by operation of the doctrine of subrogation

and the transaction at this step cannot attract any VAT. According to

the Appellant, this step does not entail any transfer of goods rather it

is an application of the doctrine of subrogation. Further, the Appellant

contends without prejudice to the above submissions that based on

the practices of other jurisdiction the sale of the salvage does not

constitute a taxable supply.
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39. The Appellant also submitted on the treatment of sale of salvage in

other jurisdictions and cited the case from the Indian Supreme Court

in New India Assurance Company V. Deputy Commercial Tax Officer,

Madras(1972) 29 STC 539 (Mad.) held the following as regard

application of sales tax (equivalent to VAT in our case) on sale of

salvage; "where a company carrying 'Ongeneral assurance business

comes into possession 'Ofa damaged vehicle in ttie course 'Ofsettling

the claims under the insurance ppllaX~ the vehicle is sold by the

company, they (company} cannot be characterized as casual dealers

corning within the detinition 'Ofa "dealer" in section 2(g) 'OfMadras

General Sales Tax act, 1959, and the sale 'Ofthe vettide cannot pDssibly

be characterized as a taxable supply". This basicall~s the contention

of the Appellant.

40. The Appellant submitted that the argument by the Respondent that

since the Appellant accounts for VAT on rental income and other

incomes and therefore they should also account for VAT on salvage.

The Appellant contends that ttJis argument by the Respondent is

flawed since re tal income and other investment income do not form

part of insurance Business as defined in law. They further contend that

the reference to any business incidental to insurance business as

defined would not include investment income based on the ejusdem

generies rule of statutory construction. The Appellant contends that

the ejusdem generies rule essentially required that when restricted

words in a statutory text are followed by general words, should be

taken to be restricted by implication with the meaning of restricted
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words. The Appellant relied on the Supreme Court of India case of

Amar Chandra Chakraaborty V. The collector of Excise, Govt of

Tripuna, Agartala and other, AIR 1972 SC 1863, where the court

noted the place of application of this rule whereby it noted that

n••• The ejusdem generis strives to reconcile the incapability between

specific words. This doctrine applies when (i) the statute contains an

enumeration of specific words; (ii) the subjects of the enumeration

constitute a class or category; (iiiJ tha~class or category is not

exhausted by the enumeration, (iv) the general term follows the

enumeration; and (v) there is no indication of a different legislative

Intent. "

41. The Appellant contends that in applying this rule, the meaning of the

phrase "eny business incidental to insurance business" as so defined as

used in the definition of insuranee 15asinesses under the Insurance Act

should be restricted to the specific meaning of "Insurence businesses"

as enumerated under the definition. The Appellant submitted that it

cannot possibly be taken tha the phrase could mean anything totally

outside the ~pe of the activities that fall under the definition of

insurance business and this being the case rental income and interest

income derived from investments by the Appellant cannot possibly be

said to be part of insurance business as defined.

42. The Appellant contends that they proceeded to account for VAT on

rental income based on the understanding that rental income is

derived from investment income which does not form part of

insurance business as defined in the Insurance Act.
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43. The Appellant further submits that, although not within the VAT

regime, the Income Tax act clearly stipulated rental income and

interest income as separate sources of income on which the Appellant

is required to account for tax separate from business income. The

Appellant contends that on this understanding could be extrapolated

to this case to illustrate that there could be~lS'aration of investment

income from business income. Therefore / fac that the Appellant

account for VAT on rental incomeJ~o~as no impact whatsoever

on the discussion of whether VA r<houl ccounted on sale of

salvage.

The Appellant c~nte~hat there are o~he~ issues ~b7~sid~red in

the compensation p),rocess and application of tpe doctrine of

subrogation in the o~~-.course",of insurance compensation. an

insured perspn is reqUir~ to p fess hic·~ a portion or loss that

the insur ~uffered. T\~\.A pellant CO.flCndSthat charging excess is

a w·ay 0f ensuring the insu~r ears a portion of loss that the insured

~e s. IS is a way of ensur~ ~~ insured bears a portion of the risk

~nd insures self for that lri1'ount. The Appellant submits that the

f l " he t d l tpurpose 0 ims oSln. t e excess amount on t e Insure IS 0 ensure

44.

that small claims that are below excess are not forwarded to the

insurer for paym nt to reduce administrative work and also to ensure

the insured is careful in view of the fact that he is own insure is his

own insurer for a portion of the loss.

45. The Appellant submits that where recovery of the insured amount

from a tortfeasor is successful the insurance company refunds the
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excess to the insured because the insured also bears part of the loss

and should therefore share in any recoveries made and this

demonstrates that the sale of salvage is a recoupment of part of the

insurance value rather than a profit.

46. The Appellant submits that their decision to account for VAT on

Salvage was to mitigate the amount of losses likely to be suffered in

the event the decision on the issue is adverse. Further, the decision

was based on prudent business praetice b the Appellant as required

by the International Financial Reporting Stamsiards, i.e. IFRS. They

contend that despite the fact that tHey have been accounting for VAT

pending determination of the Appeal, they contest t

account for VAT on sale of salvage.

47. The Appellant further foregoing, under International

Accounting Standard 37. which deals with Provisions, Contingent

liabilities and contingent I\ssets, the Appellant is required to recognize

contingent liabilities and account for the same. In this case the

AJ2>pellant rather than making a provision has opted to account for

VAT due to the likelihood of imposition of penalties for late payment

of VAT by the Respondent. It is their contention that although the

Appellant may make a provision it has opted to make payment of the

VAT to rnltigate" against potential penalties and interest for late

accounting of principal tax.

48. The Appellant also submits that in a case where an insured person opts

to retain salvage and receive a top up of the amount required to

reinstate the motor vehicle they would not be required to account for
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VAT on the salvage. This is not any different from a case where the

insured is indemnified from the loss in full since the salvage amount is

utilized to reduce the amount indemnified. The Appellant has

therefore prayed that the Appeal be allowed

RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENTS:-

49. The Respondent submits that the Appellant, Being a VAT registered

tax paper did not charge VAT on the sale<:nd / or disposal of Motor

Vehicle salvages contrary to the require~ent~ of Section 5 and 6 of the

VAT Act CAP 476 and Section 5 of the VAT Act,2013.

50. They contend that the sale of motor vehicle salvages is not different

from the sale or disposal of second hand spare parts or waste materials

of taxable goods that are subject to VAT at the rate of 16%. The

Appellant provides insurance services and in the course of furtherance

of its business, undertakes the disposal of motor vehicle salvages. The

Repealed VAT Act CAP 476 defines supply to include-

(a) the sale, supply or delivery. of goods to another person and (i) any

other disposal of taxable goods ocprovision of taxable services.

Sale of motor vehicle salvages do not fall under Part One of the

Second Schedule, Fifth Schedule Part B of the Repealed VAT Act Cap

476, or Part One of the First Schedule or Second Schedule Part A of

the VAT Act 2013. The Respondent submitted that with effect from

June, 2007, Section 2 of the VAT Act, CAP 476, excluded Section 2

(g) of the repealed VAT Cap 476 which provided that- ~~thereceipt of

sum of money by a registered person of taxable goods or services"

which dealt with the receipt of compensation for loss of taxable goods
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or services from the definition of a supply for VAT purposes. In the

Respondent's view, the specific definition under Section 2 (g) applies

to the insured and not the insurer, in this case the Appellant, as the

Appellant does not lose any "taxable goods and services" but instead

disposes off Motor vehicle salvages in their own right; which are

chargeable to VAT at the rate of 16%.

51. The Respondent contends that the amendment maae on the definition

of supply under Section 2 of the VP\T.A~CAP 476 with effect from

June, 2007 in relation to compensation for tax ble goods and services

was only applicable to persons who receive compensation for loss of

taxable goods and services from insurance companies and not the

insurers.

52. They further contend that the amendment made to the definition of

supply under Section 2 of the VAT Act Cap 476, the definition of

~~upply"at Section 2 paragraph (g), VAT was not applicable for

amounts paid as compensation for loss of taxable goods or services.

e Appellant's issue relates to disposal of motor vehicle

not compensation for loss of taxable good and services.

53. According to the Respondent the sale of Motor Vehicle salvages does

not constitute an exempt supply as it does not fall under the second

Schedule of the VAT Act, CAP 476 or in part I of the First Schedule of

VAT Act, 2013 where all exempt supplies are listed. Further that the

sale of Motor Vehicle salvages does not constitute a zero rated

supplies are listed.
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54. The Respondent has relied on relevant sections of the law to subject

the supply to VAT and according to them disposal of Motor Vehicle

salvages is taxable under the VAT act, 476, sec.2 and VAT Act 2013

Section 2 with reference to VAT act, CAP 476 Second schedule Part 1,

fifth schedule Part B and VAT Act 2013 first Schedule, Part 1 and

Second Schedule Part A.

55. The Respondent contends that the AJ:tpellanfs reference to the

amendments made on the deflnltion of SJpRly under Section. 2(g) of

the VAT Act CAP 476, is erroneous, The sale of the motor vehicle

salvages is by the insurer and not the insured. The Respondent

contends that the issue before the Tribunal relates to tile Appellant

disposing off motor vehicle salvages and not compensation for loss of

taxable goods and services as cohterqplated in the said section and

therefore cannot be relied on by the Appellant to justify failure to

collect and remit VAT as this section only relates to the insured and

56. is often the case that the insured is

given first priority by the insu er to purchase the motor vehicle salvage

The sale and lor disposal by the Appellant of

the salvage constitutes a taxable supply within the meaning of

"suppiy" and 66taxable goods" under Section 2 of the VAT Act CAP

476 and "supply" and "texeble supply" under Section 2 of the VAT

Act 2013.Section 2 of both VAT Act CAP 476 and VAT Act 2013

defines taxable supply and thereafter determines the tax point of

goods and services under Section 13(1) of the VAT Act CAP 476 and
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section 12(1) of VAT Act 2013. The tax point of sale of motor vehicle

salvages is either, the date on which the goods are sold, the date of

the invoices or the date on which payment for the supply is received,

in whole or part. Therefore the accounting practices in the industry

are immaterial.

57. It is the Respondents submission that the A ,~Il nt sells motor vehicle

salvages after indemnifying the insured. .ndemnr y is one of the six

principles of general insurance. Incl~' ~ simply refers to financial

compensation sufficient to place he insur

financial position they enjoyed p~r~to the loss.

58. The Respondent submits that the relationship bet ,ee~tot Appellant

and the insured is g~ed by insurance contract ~herefore the

principles of contract I."are~ p teable requiring the insured to pay

premium and in turn th \ ppellan 'Wi'~sate the insured when

ses~~ey cont~~ t ' t the cOQt'fact would be void if there

was no,consideration and t~e~efore the payment of premiums ensures
'/hA',. . I f \ \ ~\~ Th R d I· d ht at tile mClp es 0 contrac;arc;,met. e espon ent re Ie on t e

i\olding in ~ce Compan{of East Africa v Marwa Distributors

Limited [2015], '''R, w re the court held that ~~... policy document

issued by the lnsuier.constttutes a contract to insure and the premium
#

is the consideratif!: for the promise to indemnify the insured if the

event takes place. "

59. The Respondent refuted that the Appellant cannot claim to take

possession of the proceeds from the salvage as reimbursement of the

amount already paid to insured as compensation as consideration has
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been paid and the next step is for the insured to be compensated

when the risk crystallizes.

60. The Respondent submits that it is only interested in the act of sale of

salvages which constitutes a supply and not whether the Appellant

retains the salvages from the insured to either diminish the costs or

reimburse themselves. The Respondent furt er contends that the

accounting treatment of the sale of salvag does not affect the charge

of VAT on the transactions. The gpell~t requires the insured to

surrender the ownership documents klcluding logbooks after

indemnifying them. The requirement by the Appell nt that the insured

surrender the ownership documents discharges the insured of any

rights over such assets. The Appellant then assumes the ownership of

the said assets or salvages and sells and/or disposes them through an

auction or other preferable to them in their own right.

61. The Respondent further submits that prior. 0 indemnifying the insured

the Appellant requires them to surrender the ownership documents by

handing over the log book of the motor vehicles. This requirement,

according to t e Respondent, discharges the insured of any right over

such assets as the Appellant then assumes the ownership of the said

assets or salvages under the doctrine of subrogation and sells and or

disposes them through an auction or any other means preferable to

them in their own right. In their view, Insurance business between the

insured ends when the insured is fully indemnified and whatever

salvage that remains behind is the property of the insurer and has no

relationship with premiums paid by the insured.
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62. The Respondent contends that the Sale of salvaged therefore does not

constitute an insurance business as alleged by the Appellant but it is a

disposal of Appellants' assets (salvages) just like the way they would

dispose any other assets. Sale of salvage is therefore chargeable to

VAT.

63. They contend that Subrogation in insuranc

insurer as a claimant for a loss suffered b~~he ins red by surrendering

the ownership documents after inde~ in them. Sale of salvages is

ther~fore an income to the insu/rfer inde 'i ying the insured. The

requirement by the Appellant t,!lat the ihsured surrender the

ownership documents discharges the insured of~,,)~ hitover such

64. the tnsurer's basis for selling the motor

vehicle ~vages is the (incif',lndemnlty and its outcome,

subrogatiorf·'in~nsurance i\ N1. sUbstitut~/of the insurer as claimant

f~1os~uffered by the ins~~. Subrogation comes as an offshoot of

i(~it ~whereby the insu~r ~overs from a third party, the entire

amount or ~ of the damaJ(that have been paid out as indemnity.

Sale of salvage,r: s part of this recovery and therefore it is an

income to the Respondent relied on the case of

Castellian v Pres>on (1883) where the judge explained that the

doctrine of subrogation was ~~.... introduced in favour of the

underwriters in order to prevent their having to pay more than a full

indemnity, .... In order to prevent the assuredrecovering more than a

full indemnity" In the present case therefore; all process from the
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disposal of salvages are income to the Appellant chargeable to VAT as

per the above statues and sale of salvages constitutes a taxable supply.

65. The Respondent submits that both the VAT Acts have classified

insurance services as being exempt from taxation however there is no

definition of what insurance service is and neither does the Insurance

Act, Cap 487 give a definition other than tHe definition of Insurance

Business. They maintain that the sale 0' salvages is not part of

insurance services though it is gar o~insurance business. They

maintain that

services which requires the Appellant to take on liability and states

that the term incidental as defined in the Cambridge Advanced

Learner's Dictionary 41h Edition at page 788, to mean something is said

to be incidental to anotlier if it is less important than what it is

connected to. Therefore, whether the acquisition of salvages by the

insurer from the insured is incidental to insurance business has no

bearing in this case as it is insurance service which is exempt from VAT

and not acquisition itself.

66. 'Ehe Respo de t submits that it is not in contention with regard to the

operation of the doctrine of subrogation and the principle of

indemnity, but once the Appellant takes over the salvages and

proceeds to sell the salvage, the act of selling the salvages fulfils the

requirements of a taxable good as this is a taxable supply and is not

exempt or zero rated as provided by law and thus taxable.

67. The Respondent contends that the sale of motor vehicle salvage is not

part of the compensation to the insured as provided for in the
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Repealed VAT Act, Cap 476 prior to the amendment by the Finance

Act, 2007. Therefore the sale of salvage or as part of compensation to

the insured constitutes supply of taxable goods as provided for under

VAT Act 2013 and Repealed VAT Act, Cap 476 and therefore attracts

VAT.

68. The Respondent in the statement of facts contends that the Association

of Kenya Insurer (AKI), of which the Appellant is a member, held

several meeting with the Respondent: i~which they proposed to

commence payment of VAT on Salvages as from 1st August 2015 and

requested the Respondent to consider abandonment of tax arrears

prior to that period. The Respondent declined and advised AKI to

inform its members to comply with the law by <paying the taxes

assessed constitutes a taxable sUPRly and further taking into

consideration that the majority of the members are already compliant.

69. The Respondent therefore issued an assessment to the Appellant for

the unpaid VAT based on the above contentions and prays that the

Appeal be dismissed with costs.

ANAb-YSIS AND FINDH~JGS

70. The Tribunal has proceeded to consider the various legislative

provisions that the parties herein have referred to as well as the

submissions and legal authorities presented before it and analyzed

them as hereunder;

The VAT act, 2013 and Repealed VAT act, Cap 476 sets out the law as

to what transactions are chargeable to VAT. The repealed VAT Act,

Cap 476 provides in Section 5 that,
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" a tax known as Value Added Tax shall be charged in accordance

with the provisions of this Act on the supply of goods and services in

Kenya .... "

The Act further defines supply in Section 2 to mean

"(e) the sale, supply or delivery of taxable goods to another person:

(b) The sale or provision of taxable services to a other person;

(c) the appropriation by a registered Pf!~n of taxable goods or services

for his own use outside of the busi. ess: ,"~
(d) the making of a gift of any taxable goods, or taxable services;

(e)the letting of taxable goods on hire, leasing or other transfers;

(f) the provision of taxable services by a contractor to himself in

constructing a building and related civil engineering works for his own use,

sale or renting to other persons;

(g) Deleted 2007;

(h) the appropriation by registered person of taxable goods or services for

his own use inside of the business where if supplied by another registered

person, tiie tax charged on uch goods or services is excluded from the

deduction of inRut tax;

(i) any other disposal of. taxable goods or provision of taxable services;

Section 6(7) provides that;

~~Tax shall be cfiarged on any supply of goods or services made or

provided in Kenya where it is a taxable supply made by a taxable

person in the course of or in furtherance of any business carried on by

him. "

Taxable goods are defined in the Repealed VAT Act, as;
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"tsxeble goods' means electricity and any good other than those

specified in the Second Schedule;

This definition is important as it informs a taxpayer that the supply of

exempt goods is not chargeable to VAT. These goods are said to be

exempt from VAT.

Section 2 of the same Act, further defines exemp

"means supplies of goods and services specified in the Second and

Third schedules respectively, which are not subject to tax. "

71. At this point the Tribunal is more concerned wit the Second Schedule

which deals with exempt goods. The third scheduled deals with

exempt services, which we will address later in the Judge ent.

72. The VAT Act, 2013 clearly states what is chargeable to VAT. The

charging section, Section 5 states that, 6j4 tax, to be known as value

added tax, shall be charged in accordance with the provisions of this

Act on-e) a t; xable supply, made by a registered person in Kenya

; .... 'The Act also defined supply in Section 2 as "Supply "means a

supply of --goodsor services; supply of goods or services, "supply of

goods" means a) a sale, e)Change, or other transfer of the right to

dispose of the gooas as owner; or

b) the provision of.electricalor thermal energy, gas or water;

A taxable supply in the VAT Act, 2013 is defined as;

"texeble supply" means a supply, other than an exempt supply, made

in Kenya by a person in the course or furtherance of a business carried

on by the person, including a supply made in connection with

commencement or termination of a business"
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73. The Tribunal finds that Insurance works by pooling risks. This simply

means that groups of person that want to be insured against a

particular loss pay their premiums into a pool. As a result of the large

number of people insured, insurance companies can apply statistical

analysis to project what their actual loss might be within the given

class. They know that not all insured persons shall suffer loss at the

same time or at all. This allows insurance companies to operate

profitably and at the same time pay fer daims that might arise. By

paying premiums therefore, t e insured p rsons pay for the

profitability of the loss and for the totection that one will be paid for

losses in the event that they occur.

74. It is not in dispute that when an insured buys a policy, they make

regular payments known as premiums to the insurer to cover for the

the event that one does not make a claim as no loss has occurred to

them the premlums they pay are pooled with premiums of other

policyholders who have takeh out insurance with the same insurance

company. If any of the policyholders then makes a claim they are

paid out of the pooled policyholder premiums.

75. From the foregoi g, it is evident that for the insurance companies to

remain viable they ensure that policyholders pay sufficient premiums

payments to cover the anticipated losses and also have reliable

statistics on the probability of loss for each type of insurance they
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offer. This kind of arrangement ensures that the insurance companies

do not incur losses while conducting their business.

76. The relationship between the insurer and the insured is governed by an

insurance contract and being a contract it is therefore, governed by

the principles of the Law of Contract. In their insurance contract, the

terms are that the insured will pay premiums to the insurer who in

turn will compensate the insured when ris crystallizes.

77. In an insurance contract, the premjatps paid are consideration as was

considered and held in Insuran e Company o~ East Africa v Marwa

Distributors Limited (2015) eKLR, the court held that

n... the policy document issued by the insurer constitutes '8 contract to

insure and the premium is the consideration for the promise to

indemnify the insured if the event takes place. "

The Tribunal finds that Insurance cornpanie] in covering the insured

person of any claim upon a loss incurred rely on the principle of

indemnity and the doctrine of subrogation. The Appellant having

remium is una r an obligation to restitute the Insured and place them

in the same condition they were in prior to claim. The Appellant

cannot be discharged from their responsibility as per the insurance

contract, i.e insurance cover before they fully apply the doctrine of

subrogation which includes the disposal of the salvage.

78. The Tribunal relies on the decision that in Castellain v Preston, UK

(1883) the judge explained that the doctrine of subrogation was,
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~~..... Introduced in favour of the underwriter in order to prevent their

having to pay more than a full indemnity ..... in order to prevent the

assured recovering more than a full indemnity'.

79. The Tribunal has also considered the limitation of the doctrine of

subrogation as found in Halsbury's Laws of England Vol. 25 4th Edition

paragraph 333, "The principle of subrogation is limited or qualified in

its application by the following conditions:

(0 The underwriter is entitled only to ho~remedies, rights' or other

advantages which are available to the assured himselt. ..

(iO The underwriter is subrogated only to those rights (and I might add

restrictions) possessed by the assured in respect of the thing to which

the contract of insurance relates."

80. The Tribunal also relies 'Or! the decision in Vinu K.Patel v Shiva Carriers

LTD (2012) eKLR, the court held tfiat doctrine of

subrogation allows the un'derwnter or insurance company to step into

the shoes of the assured, subject to the limit that the insurer or
underwriter: shall have only every ~~rightof the assured." In other

words, if the assured could have exercised a certain right, and the

exercise of such right is limited by statute, the underwriter cannot have

any greater right than the assured would have. The doctrine is not,

and does not create a new cause of action of its own. It enables the

insurer to, so to speak, "run with the assured."

81. The Tribunal finds that the sale of salvage is part of the compensation

process otherwise they would simply have required their insured's to

first dispose of the salvage and then seek compensation. However,
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since the Appellant wishes to make it easier for the insured, it

compensates the insured and then assists in disposal of the salvage as

part of good service to the insured. If this was not the case insurance

compensation process would be too tedious for the insured who is not

equipped to undertake the exercise. Further that that the Appellant,

being the insurer cannot recover more than wnat the insured ought to

have recovered is not in contention.

82. The Tribunal therefore finds that the at;gument by the Respondent that

the amount already paid as premium to t e insured as consideration

for the insurance contract, where tHe insured will in turn compensate

the insured when the insured risk crystallizes is wrongly Remised and

goes contrary to the Doctrine of Subrogation.

83. The Tribunal further finds that even though the insurer will retain the

salvages from the insured, to either diminish the costs of reimburse

themselves this does not amount to sate as it is part of insurance

business which is exempt from a charge of VAT.

84. ;"f /e Tribunal has further establisfied that all proceeds collected from

the sale of motor vehicle salvage is not treated as income in

Appellant for

indemnifying the insured who without this service would have been

paid less the Sale of salvage proceeds. Nothing would have been easier

for the Appellant to instruct the insured to dispose of the salvage and

then only pay the difference due to the insured. However, as the

insured may not be equipped to undertake this process the same is

done by the Appellant after the insured has been compensated.
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85. The Tribunal finds that whereas the Repealed VAT Act, Cap 476 and

VAT 2013 are very clear on goods that should not be subject to VAT

as they are either exempt or zero- rated. Both Acts go ahead and

provide for them. The Repealed VAT Act under Part One of the

Second Schedule provides for Exempt goods while the fifth Schedule

Part 8 provides for Zero rated supplies of the Re ealed VAT Act, Cap

476. Similarly, the VAT Act 2013 in ~art one of the First Schedules

lists the Exempt supplies while Part P\ of the second Schedule provides

for Zero rated supplies.

86. The Tribunal finds that since the repealed and current VAT Acts do not

mention the supply of Salvage as an exception to insurance and

reinsurance, the ambiguity created must therefore favour the taxpayer.

87. The Tribunal finds that tbere is ambiguity in the VAT and it has been

considered in numerous tax cases tHat where there is an ambiguity in

any taxation law the concerned provision should be construed strictly

so as not to impose a tax burden not clearly provided for and in the

event of any' ambiguity it shall De construed in favour of the Appellant

as against the Respondent. The High court in Keroche Industries

limited v Kenya Revenue Authority & 5 others [2007] restated this

position and further went on to state an Act must be read in whole,

without attributing any particular provision or words to a toured or

strained construction or interpretation. The Insurance Act Section 2

clearly defines what insurance business and further goes to state that

the same is exempt. The High Court of Kenya in this case stated the

"texetion can only be done on clear words that taxation cannot be on
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intendment". The Court went on further to state that, 0'•••• Where the

inclination of the legislature is not clear or where there are two

possible meanings, the inclination of the courts should be against a

construction or interpretation which imposes a burden, tax or duty on

the subject. "The court also went on to say ~~.... Since the relevant

legislation involved taxation, where there is ambiguity the schedule or

any other provision should be construed strictly so as not to impose a

tax burden not clearlyprovided for and l}the event of any ambiguity

it should be construed in favour of the ApRlicant as against the

taxman- this being a penal statute or legislation.... The Act is to be

read as a whole, without attributing to any particular 'f}rovisionsor

words a tortured or strained construction or interpr:etation. The first

port of call, is the statute itself, which is read by construing the words

used or gathering the meaning from the won 'S used before venturing

onto other aids to construction".

88. The Tribunal further finds that the Respondent cannot disregard the

Rrovisions of the Insurance I\ct wHich is the establishing Act and rely

exclusively on t e VAT Act f0r taxing purposes. The VAT Act, 2013

and the Repealed VAT Act, Cap 476 further exempt reinsurance and

insurance services from being subject to VAT. This is provided for

under the first Schedule Part II Paragraph 2 to the VAT Act 2013 and

the Third Schedule Paragraph 2 to the repealed VAT Act CAP 476 by

listing;

"lnsurenceand reinsuranceservices excluding the following-

a) management and related insurance consultancy services
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b) actuarialservices;and

c) services of insurance assessors and loss adjusters; as among the

services that are exempt from VAT.

The Insurance Act Kenya Cap 487 defines Insurance Business as;

•.•....the business of undertaking liability by way of insurance

(including reinsurance) in respect of any loss.of life and personal injury

and any loss or damage, including liability '0 pay damage or

compensation, contingent upon the hllppening of a specifies event

and includes-

a) The affecting and carrying out by a person not carrying on a

banking business, of contracts for fidelity bonds, performance bonds,

administration bonds, bail bond or customs bonds or similar contracts

of guarantee, being contracts affected by way of business(and not

merely incidental to some other business capried out by the person

affecting them) in return for the paymen t?ifone or more premiums.

b) The affecting and carrying out, by a body (not being a body

carrying on a banking business] that carries on which is insurance

business apart from this paragraph, of capital redemption contracts;

and any business incidental to insurance business as so defined but

does not include-

i. Businessin relation to the benefits provided by a friendly society or

trade union for its members or their defendants;

ii. Business in relation to the benefits provided for its members or

their dependents by an association of employees.
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iii. Businessin relation to a scheme or arrangement for the provision

of benefits consisting of - (a) the supply of funeral burial or

cremation services, with or without the supply of goods connected

with any such service, with or without the supply of goods

connected with any such service; or 15 And no other benefits

incidental to the scheme or arrangements;

iv. Businessconsisting of the affecting add carrying out, by a person

carrying on no other insurance business, of contracts of such
description as may be presaibed, being contracts under which the

benefits provided are exclusively.or primarily benefits in kind.

v. Businessdeclared by the minister by notice in the Gazette not to be

insurancebusinessfor the purpose of thisAct.

89. The Tribunal finds that 'in the definition of insurance business the

highlighted words "and any'business incidental to insurancebusiness",

the Appellant has relied on these words to submit that the sale of

salvages is incidental to insurance business thus it should be exempt

90. Jhe Tribunal further finds that the disposal of salvages by the insurer

on behalf of the insured is incidental to insurance business and has no

bearing in this Appeal and this is a service and insurance service at

that, thus exempt from charge of VAT as provided for in the VAT Acts

and is therefore not an acquisition thereof.

91. The Tribunal finds that the surrender of the logbook for purposes of

disposal of salvage though may be considered as an acquisition, the

right to sell salvages does not constitute a taxable supply as title does
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not change to the insurer, a position the Respondent seeks to submit as

follows; The acquisition of the right to sell salvages by the insurer is

made possible through the insurer taking possession of the salvages

from the insured upon fully compensating them, a transaction we

fully agree with the Appellant's position is not taxable.

92. The Tribunal further finds that the authorities'C5ited by the Appellant

reinforce the above mentioned position·

the insured and the insurer where thelA

ownership of motor vehicle sa ges

taxable supply and thus not taxable.

93. The Tribunal also finds that the value realized from <::J~saVof salvages

is utilized to diminish ~toss suffered by the insurer t£t~ndemnifying

the insured. As such. t~roceed5 rom the sale of salvages are

incorporated in the com\ensatio /aicl,to tne;1'nsured. The proceeds

f h /I··~f I . \ \ f h ') /. id he i dro~ t a ~e0 ~a vage ISp\ftt 0 t e compensation pal to t e Insure

whioli I xempt from VAT pu~uant to the amendment of the VAT Act/A ,
CAP 476· une 2007.

94.~held here have the salves e is for all intents and purposes in the

name of the ins ot in name of the insurer. The sale of the

sale of property of the insured and the

compensation pai to the insured takes into account this amount

realized from sale of salvage and as such the proceeds are an integral

part of indemnification to the insured.

95. The principle of indemnity required that the insured is fully indemnified

for their full loss. The Tribunal is persuaded with the definition as
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contained in Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Edition which defined the term

"indemnity' as follows; 6 to restore the victim of a loss, in whole or in

part, by payment, repair, or replacement. To save, harmless;to secure

against loss or damage; to give security for the reimbursement of a

person in case of an anticipated loss fallingupon him. To make good;

to compensate; to make reimbursement to 0 e of a loss already

incurred by him" and finds the same aRp>lteable and in support of the

Appellant's case that the service rendered was merely to restore the

96. The Tribunal finds that indemnifying the insured therefore results in no

gain to a person. Rather, the person is restored to their original

position so that they are put in the same position as they were before

they suffered the loss. This notwithstanding, the indemnified person

would also, legally, be entitled to compensation from the wrongdoer.

This amount recovered from the wrongdoer would also belong,

legally, to the injured person. The doctrine of subrogation then comes

into limit this profit that would accrue to the insured by applying these

funds to diminish the amount paid by the insurer.

97. The Tribunal therefore finds that the Respondent's contention that the

proceeds from sale of salvage vehicles be subjected to Value Added

Tax (VAT) is therefore fundamentally flawed as the proceeds from the

sale of salvage is part of the settlement between the insured and the

insurer.

98. The Tribunal further finds that in addition to the above and without

any prejudice to the generality of the foregoing the sale of salvage
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constitutes part of "insurance business" which was exempt from VAT

under repealed VAT Act Cap 476 and the VAT Act 2013 as analyzed

below. Paragraph 2 of the Third Schedule to the repealed VAT Act

Cap 476 and part 1\ of the First schedule to the VAT Act 2013 exempts

insurance and re-insurance services save for management and related

insurance consultancy services; actuarial ~~~~•.>r"'lr

insurance assessors and loss adjusters. )ei,' er of acts however defines

the term "insurance services'. The grbvisio in both Acts is as follows:

"Insurance and reinsurance servi 'Xc/u:n:r ..following-

a) Management and related insuran\e consults

b) Actuarial services; and

c) services of insuran~sessors and loss adjusters; ,

The Tribunal finds th~ ~·s"'GIefintti0n that insurance and reinsurance
~"

services are exempt fro AT wi '"'fhe,,,threeexceptions noted. If the\'"']
legiSlat7hild,l!}tended th~\S age be sl4}ject to VAT, nothing would

hav~een simpler than to ib~ude this as item (d) but which was not

d~~ e inference must th\~fore be that it was never intended forr Ivage proceeas to be SUbject,( VAT and indeed for such proceeds to

"be part of insurance~nd4 einsurance business.
" .J.

The Tribunal also fi Cis that from the above definition, insurance

business is simply the business of undertaking liability upon the

happening of a specified event affecting the insured person. Further,

the definition recognizes that any business incidental to this would

constitute insurance business. Although the definition considers that

insurance business entails' undertaking liability on the happening of a

99.

100.
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specified event (to an insurer! it does not state 'how' the insurer

undertakes the liability. Evidently however, insurance business entails

an insurer taking up liabilities visiting an insured and the insured does

not profit from the insurer, rather, the insured is cushioned from the

liabilities. Although the "how" of undertaking the liabilities is not

provided, the definition provides

insurancebusinessas so defined,' would constitute insurance business.

101. The Tribunal is further persuaded by, the definition contained in

Black's Law dictionary, 5th Edition defines the term 'Incidental' to

mean 'Depending upon or appertaining to something else as primary;

something necessary, appertaining to, or depending upon another

which is termed the principal; something incidental to the main

purpose'.

102. The Tribunal finds that it is not in dispute that the Appellant's primary

business as an insurer is to undertake liability on the happening of

specified events affecting an insured. By undertaking the liability the

Appellant would essentially compensate an insured person for any loss

suffered. The compensation of the insured is guided by the well-

established doctrines of subrogation and indemnity in insurance. Based

on the doctrine of subrogation the insurer then recovers the value of

salvage. The sale of salvage is therefore clearly incidental to the

insurance business carried out by the appellant. What this then means

is that if salvage which alleged by the Respondent to be taxable falls

under this category of "any business incidental to insurance business"

then it ceases to be taxable because it will under the scope of part II of
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the First Schedule to the VAT act 2013 and Paragraph 2 of the Third

Schedule to the repealed VAT Act Cap 476.

103. The Tribunal also finds that insurance business is not confined to issuing

of the policy or to the continuance in force of the policy, but extends

up to and includes the day when the policy matures for whatever

reason and the actual claim is examined, settled and paid. The

insurance company in this case is engagin in insurance business right

through that period and according the-service of checking and settling

the claim as well as sale of salvage is all under the umbrella, as it were,

of what constitutes insurance business.

104. From the above, the Tribunal emphasizes that it is clear that sale of

salvage forms part of the normal business undertaken by insurance

company and should therefore not be considered to be separate and

distinct fro what constitutes Insurance ol1siness. That said, the

argument tha salvage is additional to tfie business of insurance is

incorrect given that it is part and parcel of insurance business and

therefore an exempt supply under the VAT laws. In the ordinary

course of insurance compensation an insured person is sometimes

required to pay excess for damages suffered. Excess refers to a portion

of loss that the insure bears. Charging excess is a way of ensuring the

insured bears a portion of the risk and is his own insurer for that

amount. The purpose of imposing the excess amount on the insured is

to ensure that small claims that are below excess are not forwarded to

the insurer for payment to reduce administrative work. The other
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purpose is to ensure the insured is careful in view of the fact that he is

his own insurer for a portion of the loss.

105. The Tribunal finds that in the case of recovery of the insured amount

from a tortfeasor the insurance company refunds the excess to the

insured because the insured also bears part of the loss and should

therefore share in any recoveries made. This clearly shows that the

sale of salvage is a recoupment of part of, the insurance value rather

than profit. In any case, the core business of the Appellant, under its

Memorandum of Association, is J stlranC~lJSineSS, were the Appellant

to act outside its objectives it would be acting ultra ires its objectives

and such act would be illegal. The Tribunal finds tfiat the sale of

salvage is well within tne mandate to the Appellant it would then

follow that the sale of salvage is Rart of insurance business and

consequently exempt from VAT.

106. Therefore the Tribunal holds that there is no taxable supply of goods

operation of the doctrine of

stage cannot attract any VAT

implications. In any case, as rioted earlier this step does not entail any

transfer of goods rather it is an application of the doctrine of

subrogation.

107. Further, without prejudice to the above submissions, based on the

practices of other jurisdictions the sale of the salvage does not

constitute a taxable supply.

108. The Tribunal has proceeded to consider the treatment of salvage in

other jurisdictions to buttress its position, In the Indian Supreme Court
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In New India Assurance Company v. Deputy Commercial Tax officer,

Maras (1972) 29 STC 536 (Mad.) held the following as regard

application of sales tax (equivalent to VAT in our case) on Sale of

salvage; 'where a company carrying on general assurance business

comes into possession of a damaged vehicle in the course of settling

the claims under the insurance policy, th~lIehicle is sold by the

company .they (company) cannot be dlaracteriz d as casual dealers
$/ ~

coming within the definition of ({({deafer"in section 2(g) of the

Madar General Sales Tax set, 1959, andiRe" of the vehicle cannot

be subjected to sales tax. ~

109. The Tribunal finds that the argument by the ResponCl~t is/~wed since

rental income and ot~iRvestment income do not/torm part of the\ •.
business as defined. The efin ltlofr-ef insurance business clearly refers

\
to the undertaking of liab{i{ieSb He""insurer,0 behalf of the insured.

F h /h-':c ~"' . .)~~ I' b .urt er,.lt~/e re~rence to qn/ / stness In,luenta to Insurance ustness

as /~n:;ed~would not i~l~de investment income based on the

e/ 51 em generis rule of stat~t~rY' construction. The ejusdem generis
\ I ". . h } hI' . d ds iru e essentla" t:eqUlres t at w en restncte wor s In a statutory text

are followed bv zenera words, the meaning of the general words'\,./

should be taken b restricted by implication with the meaning of

restricted words. he Tribunal is persuaded by the holding by the

Indian Supreme court who rightly noted that the sale of salvage

cannot possibly be characterized as a taxable supply.

110. The Tribunal has also considered the determination in The Supreme

Court of India in the case Amar Chandra Chakraborty v the Collector
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of Excise, Govt. of Tripura, Agartala and other, AIR 1972 sc 1863,

which took cognizance of the application of this rule whereby it notes

that ... ' the ejusdem generis rule strives to reconcile the incapability

between specific and general words. This doctrine applies when (i)

the statute contains an enumeration of specific words,·( ii) the subject s

of the enumeration continues a class or category,· (Hi) that class or

category is not exhausted by the enumeration,· (Iv) the general term

follows the enumeration; and (v) there :s- no indication of a different

legislative intent. Applying this rule, the meaniRg of the phrase II any

business incidental to insurance business" as so defined as used in the

definition of "insurance business under the Insurance tb\ct should be

restricted to the specific meaning of II insurance business" as emulated

under the definition. It cannot possibly be taken that the phrase

could mean anything totallv outside the scop of the activities that fall

under the definition of insurance business. This being the case, rental

income and interest income derived from investments by the

Appellant cannot possibly be said to be part of insurance business as

defined.

111.The Tribunal finds that the Appellant has proceeded to account for VAT

or rental income based on the understanding that rental income is

derived from investment income which does not form part of

insurance business as defined in the Insurance Act.

112. The Tribunal finds that the fact that the Appellant accounts for VAT on

rental income therefore has no impact whatsoever on the discussion of

whether VAT should be accounted for on sale of salvage. It is an
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express requirement of the law that VAT must be charged on rental

income which is not the case in the sale of salvage which cannot be

treated as income but restitution of insured to his own original

position. There is no additional income that is derived from the

process of sale of salvage.

113. The Tribunal finds that in a case where an ins~'

salvage and receive a top up of the amollnt required to reinstate the

motor vehicle they would not be requi ~to account for VAT on the

salvage. This is not any differentl;:'(m a ca where full indemnity for

the loss has been given to an insurect\since the sa" e amount replaces

114.

the amount the insured had been indemnified with.

The Tribunal finds tha~de(~e principle of subrog~tion, and that of

indemnity, the insurer ~"'nG)t 'ossibly earn any extra value above
,,~

what was insured and th anno €"Ha~ to >QAT.The VAT Act, CAP

476 as" KA~~ed exempt~\ i urance ser~ices from taxation. The sale
/. v \

of A,salvages constitutes par
·//,'0· dh,(suranc, usrness, an t us 1

purpose of-taxation.

T~ Tribunal fin s that as-the Appellant opted to voluntarily remit VAT~/
they cannot dema 1 for refunds of VAT and is unable to allow the

request for refund. The Appellant having lodged the appeal ought to

services as opposed to

's?'not constitute supply of goods for

115.

have made provision for the same pending determination of the

Appeal or sought for conservatory orders as the matter was yet to be

determined.
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TRIBUNAL'S DECISION

116. The Tribunal has succinctly rendered itself on the correct interpretation

of the law concerning VAT on salvages and the available authorities

regarding payment of VAT on salvage vehicles. It is therefore the

Tribunal's decision that this Appeal is merited.

117. The Tribunal allows the Appeal and the Confirmed Assessment dated

25th August 2014 of Kshs. 21,277,046/= and the Demand Notice by

the Respondent in respect to payme t of VAT on salvages for the

specific period appealed against oy the Appellant is hereby set aside.

118. The Respondent is hereby ordered not to derndnd AT on the sales of

salvages including interest and penalties specifically in respect of the

years that the Appellant has appealed against.

119. The Tribunal awards costs of Kshs. 20,000/= to the Appellant.
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DATEDand DELIVEREDat NAIROBI this©~~ay of J 201B

In the presence of:-

...MJ~ .
ABDULBASID AIdMED

MEMBER

DANIEL TANtJl
MEMBER

WUORDIMMO
MEMBER
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